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Luxembourg Art Week 2024 call for

exhibitors

Luxembourg Art Week, the international contemporary art fair in Luxembourg, is now

accepting applications from international emerging and established galleries for the 10th

edition of the fair, 22–24 November 2024. 

Founded in 2015, Luxembourg Art Week fosters proximity and personal encounters and it has

a number of highlights: behind-the-scenes experience during set-up, preview, vernissage,

dinner in the heart of the fair, monumental outdoor installations, conferences and workshops,

guided tours, exhibition projects in partnership with major artistic institutions, VIP

programme, corporate events, and more. 

Luxembourg Art Week sections
Main Section welcomes established galleries from the national and international art scene.

Offering a variety of stand sizes and personalisation, it caters for the diversity of ambitious

gallery projects. 

Supported by the Ministry of Culture, Take Off is speci�cally designed for young galleries (less

than 5 years old), artist collectives structured as legal entities such as associations, and

institutions. 

Solo: Dialogue is a collaborative space where two solo exhibitions, hosted by two galleries,

engage in a dialogue within a shared booth in the Main Section area.
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For the �rst time open to exhibitors, the Sculpture Trail, developed in partnership with the

City of Luxembourg, features ten sculptures in emblematic locations around the city. To

participate, applicants submit their installation proposal with a detailed description of the

project, including visuals of the work and the artist's CV, in a single PDF attached to the

application form.

Luxembourg Art Week 2024 application guidelines

Deadline: 26 May 2024

Image: Waterwagon by Atelier van Lieshout © Luxembourg Art Week.
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information,

facilitating dialogue and stimulating re�ection on the arts and culture of the two

regions.
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